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Matthew and Rick wore 

matching formalwear 

which included black 

Ralph Lauren tuxedos 

from harry rosen for 

the ceremony. They 

paired their tuxedos 

with gold and 

black-tasselled loafers 

from zara, Hermès 

watches, and bow ties 

from simons.

Photography by

E R I N  B L A C K W O O D  P H O T O G R A P H Y

A Sophisticated Wedding With Graphic Accents

The wedding party wore eveningwear from hudson’s bay.

M atthew Meisner and Rick Bettencourt first 
met at a holiday party in 2012. Three years 
later, the pair were on a romantic trip to 

New York City, and while enjoying a post-dinner 
cocktail in the lobby of the maritime hotel, Rick 
proposed to Matthew.

The wedding took place on September 24, 2016 
in Toronto, Ontario. The grooms hired Jodi Gagné of 
simply perfect as their day-of event coordinator, 
choosing to put their creative backgrounds to good 
use and plan their own wedding. “We were involved 
in every aspect of the wedding, from the plating of 
the food to the decor transitions throughout the day,” 
shares Matthew.

Both wedding rings 

were purchased 

from cartier.

Matthew and Rick designed the wedding stationery 

themselves through bettencourt manor, the design 

company they both run. Each invite was made of 

croc-embossed leather and featured gold foil typography,  

a solid marble save-the-date, and a marble-effect white, 

black, and gold graphic envelope printed by global 

imaging. Invitations were then sealed with customized gold 

stickers adorned with the couple’s monogram in black, 

which were also designed by Bettencourt Manor and 

printed by Global Imaging. “Our solid marble save-the-

dates and leather invites really set the tone for the event 

before guests arrived,” recalls Rick. 

MATTHEW
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The two said “I do” in front of a 

romantic fireplace, atop which was a 

cascading floral arrangement of white 

hydrangea and green amaranthus. 

Bookshelves 

decorated with 

heirloom family 

photos, whitewashed 

books, and an 

assortment of gems, 

minerals, and geodes 

lined the perimeter of 

the space.
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The couple were married in the Library 

at the university club of toronto 

where they exchanged personalized 

vows in front of their closest friends and 

family. Gold Chiavari chairs with white 

cushions were provided by chair-man 

mills. The black and white striped aisle 

runner is from the grooms’ own 

company, bettencourt manor. gta 

strings provided the string quartet that 

played during the ceremony.

After the ceremony, guests were treated to a 

retro, ‘50s-themed cocktail hour complete with 

period music, vinyl-printed acrylic cruiser tables 

from gervais party & tent rentals, and a bar 

front and accent pillows adorned with a lion 

head door knocker motif from Bettencourt 

Manor’s textile brand, Heirloom & Knot. At this 

point, Matthew and Rick stepped out in striking 

powder blue jackets as an ode to ‘50s fashion. 

Instead of posing for formal wedding portraits as 

many couples do during this window of time on 

their wedding day, the couple attended the 

cocktail hour and interacted with their guests, 

making it one of the pair’s favourite moments of 

the day. 

A vintage black and 

white striped fur 

bench designed by 

Bettencourt Manor and 

created by j & j made 

was used when the 

couple signed their 

marriage certificate.
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A CHIC 
AND MODERN AFFAIR
The reception space was decorated in a sleek black, white, and gold 
colour scheme. Three long, rectangular tables were topped with graphic 
black and white striped table runners from bettencourt manor and 
surrounded by gold Chiavari chairs. Flowers and potted plants of varying 
sizes served as centrepieces. The arrangements were designed by the 
grooms and installed by benny & viv. Each place setting featured gold 
dinnerware from chair-man mills, monogrammed chargers from 
bowring, and customized agate slab place cards purchased at 
1agateslices, featuring gold calligraphy by cecile lau calligraphy.

“Once the dining room doors opened, 
the impact of all the florals in that space 
was breathtaking.” –rick
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END 
NOTES
The spiral stone staircase, in front of which sat the 
magnificent wedding cake, was undoubtedly a focal 
point and lead guests from the ceremony to the 
cocktail hour. Matthew and Rick wanted the area to 
feel inclusive of the event decor so they transformed 
it using a lush, hand-tied garland of seeded eucalyptus, 
Italian Ruscus, and garden greens, as well as removable 
printed wallpaper by Heirloom & Knot. 

The regal six-tier cake designed by Matthew 
and Rick and prepared by the wedding cake shoppe 
was inspired by the textile prints Matthew created 
for Heirloom & Knot.  Each layer of the grand white 
cake was adorned with a distinct, yet intricate design 
that ranged from gold marble foiling to black and 
white graphic prints. The cake was finished off with 
an edible, three-dimensional lion head door knocker, 
a motif that extended to the cocktail hour.

In an effort to further tie in the food with the 
decor, the three-course menu prepared by the 
university club of toronto included dishes with 
graphic accents, such as the white and black striped 
bow tie pasta served with rustic tomato sauce, chèvre, 
and glazed pecans, which complemented the striped 
table runners at the reception. Other dishes included 
autumnal carrot and sweet potato soup with a maple 
cream and chive garnish, and Angus beef tenderloin 
with a wine reduction sauce, mashed potatoes, warm 
red cabbage, and seasonal vegetables.
 Matthew and Rick spent their honeymoon 
touring the romantic cities and villages of Southern 
France before returning to their home in Toronto, 
where Matthew is an interior and textile designer 
and Rick is a retail vice president. 

to see more, visit
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Erin Blackwood’s photography style can be described 

as authentic, heartfelt and crafted with love. She 

approaches each wedding with a focus on modern 

storytelling and has been doing so for over a decade. 

Together, with her husband and photography partner 

Ian, they spend their time traveling and documenting 

love around the world. 

E R I N B L AC KWOOD . COM   |   416.939.7279

A B O U T  T H E  P H O T O G R A P H E R

Erin Blackwood Photography

“We wanted to strike 
the right balance 
between masculinity 
and tradition, 
decorating the space 
with custom-designed 
textiles and prints that 
felt grand in design 
but spoke to our 
aesthetics.” –matthew

Customized match 

boxes designed by 

Bettencourt Manor 

and printed by 

global imaging 

served as 

traditional 

wedding favors.

Matthew and Rick 

wore black and 

gold custom-

designed brocade 

jackets from  

bustle clothing 

throughout the 

reception. 


